Encryption
I encrypt a clip, but it looks the same as it did before.
Q: I encrypted a clip, but no apparent changes have been made. What am I doing wrong?
A: You're probably doing it right - but ClipMate's Key Cache is decrypting the clip on-the-fly
every time you look at it. Try this: Go to File | Forget Encryption Key. Now select another clip,
and then come back to the one that you encrypted. It should now prompt you for the key.
Ok, what happened?
Instead of nagging you for a key to decrypt the clip that you just encrypted, and nagging for
every encrypted clip thereafter, ClipMate keeps the key in memory (it caches it) for a period of
time. When you enter the key into the encryption (or decryption) dialog, you specify a lifetime
for ClipMate to remember the key. This is for your convenience only. It's like if you have to
open 5 doors in a row, you would probably keep the key in your hand, rather than back in your
pocket. This is the same idea. The key is kept in memory, to decrypt any clips that you need.
Otherwise, to access your credit card information, you would otherwise have to enter the key
several times - when once will do just fine.
As specified in the dialog, ClipMate will remember the key for a specified interval - or until you
shut ClipMate down. Specify zero minutes to have it forget the key immediately. This obviously
works best if you use the same encryption template (fancy word for key) for everything. If you
happen to access a clip that was encrypted with a different key, then it will fail to decrypt, and
will prompt you for the key again.
Security Concerns:
The notion of key caching works great if you can trust those around you to leave your computer
alone for the duration of the key lifetime. So set the lifetime accordingly. If you just want to
protect your data from physical theft (stolen laptop, etc.) then long key lifetimes are fine. If you
worry that your co-workers are waiting for your next bathroom break so that they can pounce on
your computer, then even one minute may be too long. I find 10 minutes to be a good
compromise - I can usually access enter everything that I need (credit card details, site
password, etc.) within 10 minutes. One last thing to remember though, is that when the key is
forgotten, the clipboard still contains the unencrypted data. So if you worry about somebody
walking up to your PC, you should "wipe" the clipboard by overwriting with a "safe to look at"
clip. Just select any other non-encrypted clip, and that's all anyone can paste, once the key
expires.
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